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Gore, Bush favored
by campus voters

Glass cleaners

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Lewis Spence. left, and Bobby Collins attempt to snare a rebound as Nelson Davie comes
in to assist during the Colonels' 85-71 win over Tennessee Technological University in the first
round of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament Monday at Alumni Coliseum. The Colonels
now face Murray State University in Friday's semifinal round at Murray. Stories, Page 10.

By Donna Pace
News editor
The 111 students in the Campus precinct who ventured to
the polls Tuesday voted in a pattern similar to statewide election returns.
Tennessee Sen. Al Gore was
the top vote-getter with 46 percent of the Democratic voting
on campus. Republican George
Bush garnered almost half of
the Republican votes cast.
On election night enthusiastic
Democratic and Republican supporters crammed into a Perkins
| Building conference room
■ boasting supportive stickers,
pins and posters for presidential
< candidates competing in the
I primary election.
While active supporters
throughout the South had their
eyes glued to television sets,
university political science
students and other interested
parties viewed results posted on
big screens and various sets
throughout the room.
Milt Patton, a Democrat who
is challenging Republican incumbent Larry Hopkins in the
Sixth District Congressional
seat, surprised participators
with an unpublicized appearance at the celebration, held
by the Department of
Government.
Patton said he was excited to
see such a large turnout and
amount of participation by the
students.
"It appears Gore is the candidate for Kentucky," Patton
said.
When asked about his candidacy for the congressional
seat, Patton said he had gained
the support of Gov. Wallace
(See CAMPUS. Page 4)

Jury still out on benefits of program
By Beth Jewitt
Staff Writer
School is still out on the success of the university's
developmental studies program
implemented in 1985 for
students lacking in basic
reading, writing or math skills.
A study by Dr. John MacDonald, assistant professor of
psychology, comparing the
degree completion rate of the
1985 freshman class with an
earlier freshman class before the
developmental requirements
were put in place will not be
completed until 1989 or 1990.
MacDonald said preliminary
analysis of his data indicates
that developmental students

Team's title quest
moves to Murray

Learning the 3 R's
Developmental

&Education at EKU
Third in a series

tend to be about six months
younger than other freshmen.
Twenty percent of the
students in the developmental
program are black compared to
only 7 percent who are black in
the regular freshman class, he
said.
Both MacDonald's study and
another study conducted by
math professor Dr. Patricia
Costello are attempting to draw
conclusions about how students

in the developmental class will
perform in regular classes.
If the students' grade point
average is higher than would
have been projected from their
original ACT scores, then the
program could be considered
worthwhile.
Even without conclusions
from these studies, some
professors
who
teach
developmental classes feel they
are successful.
Dr. Alan Hunt, who teaches
English and developmental
writing courses, said the courses
are particularly helpful to the
non-traditional student whose
writing skills may be rusty.
"We get a lot of writers who

just don't get much chance to
write for one reason or another,''
he said.
A large number of his
students are older returning
students, he said, who do not
feel ready to enroll in a regular
college-level English course.
"These are really good
students by and large," he said.
"They are generally women
who've had children that have
grown and left home. And they
have a lot to write about - so do
the 18-year-olds - but they don't
know it. Sometimes I'll have
students who have gone to
school and dropped out and are
(See INSTRUCTORS, Page 12)
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Student found
dead in Martin
By Mike Marsee
Editor
A university student was
found dead Saturday after he
apparently committed suicide in
his Martin Hall room.
Samuel David Long, 21, of
Richmond, was found at about
1:40 p.m. in his third-floor room
by "residence hall staff members
who were conducting a room-byroom search for missing hall property. He had apparently hung
himself.
The hall staffers notified the
Division of Public Safety, which
is investigating the case along
with the Kentucky State Police
and the Madison County coroner's office.
Long, a junior pre-marketing
major, was apparently alone in
his room at the time of his
death. His roommate was not in
the hall over the weekend.
According to Ron Harrell.
director of the' Division of Public
Information, the investigation
and the preliminary report of an
autopsy conducted Sunday by
state medical examiners in
Louisville determined the cause
of death to be suicide by
hanging.
The preliminary report said
alcohol might have been a contributing factor in the incident,
although the coroner's office will
not know until the final autopsy report is available.
Jody Warner, a Martin Hall
resident who works as an
emergency medical technician,
said he came to Long's room
when public safety officers arrived to see if he could offer

assistance.
Warner was on the scene
before other medical personnel
were called, but he said when the
officers entered the room, "It
was quite evident that there was
nothing anybody could do."
Jeanette Crockett, dean of
student life, said Long was a
rather private person. "He had
only lived there about a month
and seemed to keep to himself,"
she said. "Guys on the floor said
he would smile and speak when
passing in the hall, but he would
come and go and keep his door
closed when he was in."
"The only person on the floor
that seemed to know him to any
extent was his roommate, and
they had known each other during high school," Crockett
added.
Long's roommate, Chris
Brassfield could be reached for
comment.
Martin Hall Administrative
Counselor Brad Burch said
many residents felt a need to
"get out" after the incident. "It
'See STUDENT. Page 4)
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Teaching award discontinued
By Jamie Baker
Assistant news editor
Members of the Faculty
Senate voted Monday to discontinue the Excellence in Teaching
Award because of a lack of student, faculty and alumni
participation.
But Fredonna Cox. chair of
the Excellence in Teaching
Award committee, did not know
whether this vote would affect
the 1988 awards.
The award had been given for
the past 10 years to promote
and give recognition to excellent
teachers.
The 38-19 vote upheld a
recommendation by a faculty
committee that the award be
discontinued.
Out of 186 faculty members
who responded to a committee
questionnaire concerning the
award. 138 felt the award did little to encourage those who had
received the award to strive for

excellence.
During discussion on discontinuing the award, several
faculty members spoke for the
awards and several spoke
against it.

Dr. David Sefton. a senator
from the Department of History
said he was in favor of discontinuing the award.
(See TEACHING, Page 4)

Regents await
governor's word
By Donna Pace
News editor
Though some university
Board of Regents members are
already brainstorming about
future proposals, four members
are waiting for Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson to decide whether
they will remain in their regent's
position next fall.
The governor has the sole
authority in naming the regents.
The only guidelines he has are
P
.
..

A

that the appointee must be a
Kentucky resident and no two
regents can be from the same
community.
Although a regent's term may
have expired, he shall continue
in his position until he is
reinstated by the governor, or
the governor fills the position
with another applicant.
Henry Stratton, a regent who
(See WILKINSON, Page 12)
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Nicole Wagstaff, left, a freshman from Bulaways. Zimbabwe, Pam Wise, a junior from Canton,
Ohio,and Samantha Roll, a freshman from Brookville, Ohio, took a few moments to relax near
the main entrance of Alumni Coliseum after tennis practice last week, All are members of the
university's women's tennis team.
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Fraternity row
plans face lack
of enthusiasm

Once again, the university
has begun clearing the way
for a fraternity row, and once
again, the Greek community
is answering with a collective
"So what?"
This may come as rather
distressing news to university administrators who have
been
working- toward
establishing an on-campus
housing area for fraternities,
but many of the members of
those fraternities are not all
that excited about the idea.
Why? The primary reason,
it would seem, is thatjnost of
the fraternities are wellestablished in houses (both
official and unofficial) off
campus. And they do not
want to return to campus and
the umbrella of rules and
regulations that caused them
to leave campus in the first
place.
And while these regulations are not unreasonable,

they are more than the
average college student will
care to deal with if given a
choice.
The university said it needs
commitments from at least
six fraternities before it will
further assist the Greeks with
the construction of a fraternity row.
One administrator said the
university has made a commitment to students with
this move, and no one can say
the university has not done
its part to help the Greeks
with this project.
The next move is up to the
fraternities, but we do not
think many of them will be
eager to advance at this time.
Maybe a fraternity row
would be good for the Greek
community. Maybe not. But
It's happening again.
once again, we probably
Sports fans everywhere are
won't get the chance to find watching
their newspapers for
out.
tournament diagrams they can
clip and post on their
refrigerators.
Normally clear-headed men
are calling the cable company
five times a day to make sure
the wife has paid the bill.
Mass numbers of American
Madison County residents should be.
workers will soon become
are determined to make the
However, the definition mysteriously ill and can only be
Army conduct a study that changed.
cured by watching their favorite
will promote the safest possiThe study the Army con- tourney, either in person or on
ble means of handling the ducts will look at such things the tube.
nerve agent stored at the Lex- as where to locate the inAnother epidemic of basketington/Army Blue Grass cinerator in terms of which ball fever is sweeping the planet.
It's an extremely contagious
Depot - transportation.
way the wind blows, or how
Residents have asked the far to place the incinerator condition, and it seems to get a
little worse each time it hits you.
Army to conduct a study that away from the highway.
Basketball fever makes people
would look at the depot
A site-specific study is not
separately because the sur- what the Army is conducting. do things far from the ordinary,
such as when grown men spend
rounding community is Instead, the Army is drawing much of the family fortune to ildensely-populated, and the a blueprint for building the legally obtain Final Four tickets
depot contains less than 2 life-threatening furnace.
at a price greater than that of a
percent of the nation's nerve
Since the Army released its good used car.
gas stockpile.
interpretation of site-specific
Hope springs eternal in
The Army "promised" to study, residents have changdo a site-specific study.
ed their terminology for siteAccording to all forces op- specific study to "fresh
posing on-site incineration of evaluation" hoping the Army
I stand amazed in the
the 75,000 nerve gas rockets will finally do what Madison
stored at the depot, the Countians have been asking presence of all who have
mastered the art of driving a
study's purpose was to be a for since the beginning.
fresh look at Madison
An evaluation of Madison standard car.
For a person who is terribly
County.
County should convince the afraid
of mice, I fear a vehicle
However, something was Army that the only logical that must be manually placed in
lost along the way.
way to get rid of the nerve and out of gear more than a pit
Concerned citizens didn't gas is to transport it to an ex- full of furballs.
have an American Collegiate isting incinerator.
One particular incident comes
Army Dictionary, which has
Until the Army realizes to mind when I think of the nasits own interpretations of that Madison County is more ty standard-beasts.
Along with many of my
such words as promise.
important than a multiThe Army had publicly million dollar furnace, neighbors in Walters Hall, I
promised to take a fresh look residents are going to con- share a common love for ice
at Madison County and tinue to fight a battle that cream, and Dairy Queen fredecide what the best way to will not be over until the quently calls my name.
So one night. La and I deciddeal with the nerve eras nerve gas is moved out.
ed to diligently take ice cream
orders and head out in my car
Guidelines for letters to the editor
which, by the way, is definitely
and
unquestionably
an
The Batten Progress en- judgment to Determine if a letter
automatic.
courages it* i ■eilii to write a i« libekua or in poor taste and
Our adventure would have
latter to the editor on any topic reserves the right to reject any
been uneventful, if D.'s car had
of interest to the university letters.
not been closer than mine. And
community.
The Progress also gives
since we lovers of ice cream are
readers
an
opportunity
to
exLetters submitted for publicasometimes just a little bit lazy.
tion should fas typed and double- press more detailed opinions in a
La and I agreed to take D.'s car.
spaced. They should bs no longer column called "Your turn."
As I headed out the door, D.
than 260 words.
These columns should be in the
yelled down the hall and remindLetters should be aridrasssd to form of an editorial Those ined me that her car was a
the newspaper and must contain terested in writing e "Your turn"
standard and asked if I could
the author's address and column should contact the editor
drive it.
telephone number.
before submitting such sn
I laughed modestly because
Letters must also include the articla.
my boyfriend spent most of the
author's signature. Carbon
Letters and columns should be
summer teaching me, or so he
copies, photocopies and letters mailed to The Eaturn Progress,
thought, to drive a standard,
with illegible signatures will not 117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
be errepttd
and I even thought that I had
Kentucky University, Richmond.
Unsigned letters will not be Ky. 40475.
done a fairly good job of learning from his weekly lessons.
accepted.
The rlearllns for submitting s
However, when I approached
The Progress routinely con- letter for s specific issue is noon
D.'s red demon I was full of apdeneee letters before publication. Monday prior to Thursday's
prehension, but La assured me
Howe»ai, grammar, punctuation publication.
and spelling will not be changed
that I was a pro and had
Letters and r«K»nnt WJU be
or corrected in a latter.
nothing
to worry about.
printed in accordance with
The Piogisss uses its own available space.
Manuevering in parking lots
is easy compared to stop signs

Residents demand
fresh evaluation
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Non-fans face long month of basketball
Wild moose
chase

Mike Marsee

March, when even the lowest
seed in the weakest tournament
begins to dream of glory days
and trophies.
All you need is a first-round
fame. A team from a tiny
astern school that posts a
16-14 record against a schedule
full of other tiny Eastern
schools is on the same level with
Blue Devils. Sooners, Wildcats
and Boilermakers.
That little independent high
school with 150 students starts
in the same place as schools
from Paducah, Louisville.
Madisonville and Manchester.

Stick shift starts

It's a great time to be a
basketball fan in America,
especially in this hoops-crazy
state. And I admit to being
caught in the madness as much
as anyone.
But what about those poor
souls who give not a hoot for the
hoops hysteria going on around
them? Pity them for a moment,
for this wUl be a long month for
them.
On the other hand, mere pity
is not enough. We owe it to
these people to help them
through this traumatic time,
even as we ignore them to keep
our eyes glued to the tube for
game after game.
So, in the interest of humanity, we offer these suggestions
for surviving this critical period:
>s Consider a vacation on
Mars. This is a sure but expensive way to avoid all contact
with the basketball world
*• Set up a tent outside the
nearest library and spend the
entire month reading good

books. Avoid the periodicals section, though, for the magazines
and newspapers will be full of
basketball stories and scores.
»-» Take up a hobby. Any hobby. Catch butterflies, peel
stamps from envelopes, build
birdhouses, whatever.
s Attempt to become the
first person to successfully tunnel through the earth to China,
then hitchhike back. That
should kill most of the month.
*> Try cable television. There
really are cable channels that do
not carry basketball games.
Three, I think.
But my best advice is to start
watching a game or two and
learn the sport. Then you'll be in
touch with the rest of the world
when the talk turns to Chap
man, Seikaly, Reid and other
household names. And you'll
have a shot at winning big
bucks in office pools.
But I offer one word of warning. There's this bald guy named
Vitale ...

nightmare for driver

My turn

' Jamie Baker
and stop lights.
My first stop on Kit Carson
Drive was a complete disaster
and after about 10-100 tries I
was ready to go home, but La,
having a huge amount of faith
in me, assured me that
everything I had learned in my
summer's worth of lessons
would come back to me because
1 was just beginning to get
warmed up.
Surprisingly enough, I made
it through the light on University Drive without incident, but
my big downfall awaited me
next to the Blanton House, and
of course, I'm referring to the
dreaded and hateful stoplight.
La and I spent so many green
lights stalled, she finally pulled
her hat down over her eyes and
shrank down in her seat so she
wouldn't be recognized.
Finally, a man, who evidently
felt sorry for me, got out of his
car and ask me if I needed help.
He proceeded to move the car
to Lancaster Lot, where I told
him that surely I wouldn't have
any other problems.
Boy, do I like to fool myself.
La and I spent the next 30
minutes in the same spot.
Finally, she suggested we go
get a friend who lived in Combs

Hall, and who had a wealth of
knowledge concerning stick
shifts, to come help us with our
plight.
B. came and brought a
reinforcement.
The reinforcement ended up
somehow, getting us to Dairy
Queen two hours after we
started this merry adventure.
By the time we returned,
everyone's ice cream was
nothing but soup.
We. being logical thinkers, ex-

plained everything by saying
that the Dairy Queen workers
were cleaning the ice cream
machine, and we had to wait for
the ice cream to freeze.
Well, sorry guys, but this was
the last chance for me to confess
what really happened that
night. \
But the worst part about it is
that my birthday is this week,
and I m afraid to attempt to get
to Dairy Queen in my car.
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People poll

Where would you not go for Spring Break?
By Charles Bolton

Scott Becherd, freshman,
undeclared. Fort Thomas:
"Newport."

Reid Hacker, sophomore,
business, Richmond:
"I would not go to the
Japanese Health Spa in Lexington."
Latisa Yeager, freshman,
undeclared. Lexington:
"I wouldn't want to go to
jail."

Kathy Stivers, freshman, interior design, Corbin:
"The Madison Raddison."
Becherd

Slivers

CROWE'S FEATS

Hacker

Yoayei

Tarena Sloan, senior, broadcast,
Roanoke, Va.:
"1 would not go to Fort Lauderdale, because it's too crowded."
John Hawkins, freshman,
undeclared, Campbellburg:
"I wouldn't stay in Richmond,
because the bars would be
dead."

To the editor:
Whose house is it?

that someone had declared my
request a "blanket request" and
if I wanted to see and figures on
I am a graduate of Eastern the house I would have to dig
Kentucky University, Class of them out of all the University's
1982. All through my college books. The letter went on for
career I kept hearing of several paragraphs trying to
beaurocratic, beaurocracy, etc. prove that the property was not
Just recently, I heard Education Funderburk's but belonged to
Secretary Bennett refer to the State and that it was the
beaurocracy as being one of Board of Regents who spent the
education's serious problems; he money on it.
spoke of it being a part of the
If the old adage "possession is
overstaffed administrations in nine-tenths of the law" is valid,
our school systems and either legally or justifiably, then
Universities.
Blanton Place is "the presiWell, the other day I was dent's house", and thus, since
"bamboozeled"
by
the Dr. Funderburk is president of
beaurocracy.
EKU. it is his house. If any
It went this way: Having read more evidence was necessary, it
and heard so much about the could be cited that it was Presispending on the president's dent Funderburk who decided
house, I thought I would see for when and to what degree Blanmyself. Hadn't Dr. Funderburk -ton House would be renovated:
said that the records were what would be added, changed,
public?
painted and rugged.
I called Earl Baldwin's office
However, it is okay with me if
and was told to go to Mr. Mr. Whitlock insists that the
Whitlock's office. At Mr. Board of Regents was responsiWhitlock's office I had to fill out ble for the renovation. If it is
a form proving that I was a per- true, then the Board of Regents
son and wasn't going to cheat should be held accountable for
the State out of anything. 1 was unwise spending with Dr.
then told to come back two days Funderburk acquiescing.
later.
All of that said, it is still difI went back and the Secretary ficult to understand a $1200
gave me a letter from Mr. shower door.
Whitlock. At that point. Mr.
Whitlock came out and gave me
Estella Sizemore
a lecture about the property (the
616 North St.
president's house) being State
property. It was basically the
same message that was in the A true leader
letter.
On Feb. 15 an article appeared
Simply put, the letter said in the Lexington Herald-Leader

that focused on Dr. Funderburk
and his role as the President of
EKU. The apparent criticism is
extremely unfounded and
devoid of any facts which could
be construed as constructive
criticism. However, I will provide appropriate comment for
the sake of posterity.
It is often fashionable to
speak about an "imperial
presidency" for the images such
a characterization invokes. One
thinks about an executive corrupted with power and
unresponsive to the needs of
those around him.
Most
recently
that
characterization was used to
describe the administrative
ability of Dr. Funderburk. That
argument works with a population inculcated with a sense of
democratic equality, but it requires
dismissal
when
unfounded.
The university must fulfill its
statutory mission statement as
a regional institution of learning. This requires a very capable
leader who is responsive to external forces and internal needs.
Dr. Funderburk has provided
pay increases when the State
has not, nor have other universities for that matter. He is accessible to faculty, staff, and
students and listens to their
concerns. He has utilized alumni support in new ways to
strengthen and make EKU less
dependent upon the uncertain
funding the political process
brings.
As for questions concerning

the budget, EKU operates on a
budget plan. This is a decentralized procedure and not one
where the President spends
money on personal projects.
This plan is carried out by each
department, college and area of
the university.
Additionally, merit pay is based upon peer review and not
whether you agree or disagree
with the President. The
guidelines are followed in an objective fashion by those in each
department.
The point of the article and
my response concerns the administrative ability of Dr.
Funderburk. Eastern's President is a leader. He is successfully leading the University
through troubling times while
looking toward the future needs
of the institution.
It is sad that those who are
benefiting from this effective
leadership want to smear it with
innuendo for apparent personal
gain uid it is detestable that
academic freedom does not entail responsibility, but Dr.
Funderburk protects that too!
Dr. Funderburk was appointed President to fulfill a
leadership role during a time
when the future of Higher
Education in Kentucky was
bleak. He has more than fulfilled that leadership role while
President. As a graduate. I support the fine job he has done.
Kenneth L. Reams II
1985-86 Student
Association President

A1Q4
Physical Education
M\ first rime tutoring was a*night
t<> remember. My student was something called Bone Crusher Reed,a.k.a
Rilly |o,defensive tackle lor the toot
Kill KM Ml.

I had the shock of my life when
he answered his dorm room door.
I le was aboui six toot seven...in ^—
diameter. And when he shook my "^
hand, I thought Id never get it Kick.
So there 1 was, face-to-knee with
the bit;, man on campus,wondering
how I \\ as going to relate American
Literature to The Hulk.
but then lie pulled out a can of
Orange Cappuccino. I was shocked'
Could it be that this tough jock
liked its delicate taste? And when
Bone C rusher brought out the hone
lima, I was beyond belief!
Reading the expression on my

lace, he said,"What can I say? 1 like it.
The Cafe* Francais is pretty good,
too" Well, who's going to argue, I
thought. As we sipped our Orange
Cappuccino, I discovered that Hilly Jo
loves reading novels; his only problem
w as poetry So I ga\c him tips on
reading Emily Dickinson, anil he
gave me a copy of Ann Beanie's
"Killing in Place."
All I could think was. Dad's never
going to believe this!
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Cowan assesses nerve gas litigation
By Keith Howard
Managing editor
If state officials and concerned citizens' actions to move the
nerve gas out of Kentucky are
ignored by the Arm>, then the
next action taken by these parties may be have legal
.implications.
After a meeting that took
place between Kracelen Flood.
Craig Williams and State \i
torney General Fred Cowan on
March 2, the assessment of
avenues for litigation are
definitely being considered.
According to Williams, a
member of Common Ground:
Kentuckians for Moving the
Nerve Gas, the meeting was
very encouraging.
"Nothing final came out of the
meeting. However, we are checking into the legal action that can
be taken," Williams said.
In addition to working with
the Kentucky Resources Council, he said they are checking
with various attorneys and legal
firms in Washington, D.C., and
Louisville, to get as many alternatives about litigation as
possible.
According to information

received from Cowan's office,
the meeting was to touch bases
with
everyone and
get
everyone's position.
No conclusions were made.
However, his office is in the process of conducting an "assessment" of the legal situation as
it relates to the state and the
Army.
Then they will decide whether
there is grounds for litigation.
According to Williams, the
meeting was informative about
confirming that the judicial
branch of state government is in
process.
Flood, chairman of the Concerned Citizens in Madison, said
he was pleased with the
meeting.
"I was encouraged by the
hour and-a-half meeting with
Attorney General Cowan," he
said.
"Regarding the day spent in
Frankfort. I would say the Army is facing a formidable state
of legal, legislative and administrative obstacles." Flood
said.
He remains convinced the Army will not be able to build a
nerve gas incinerator in Central

Kentucky.
The decision of how to dispose
of the 75,000 nerve gas rockets
stored at the Lexington Blue
Grasp- Army Depot six miles
from Richmond has been in
question for several years.
The Army has called for onsite incineration of the gas for all
eight storage sites.

Teaching award
to be discontinued
(Continued from Page One)
"The evidence is clear that
there is not a method that has
been satisfactory, and the Excellence in Teaching Award
Committee for the last three
years has recommended to do
away with the award." Sefton
said.
Dr. William Schulz said, "I
am not against excellence in
teaching or an award, but there
has been little support."

Police beat
The following reports were
filed with the university's Division of Public Safety:
Feb. 26:
David William*. Gentry HuUdinK.
reported the theft of a tailgate from one
of the university vehicles while it was
parked in the Donaldson Service
Complex.
Larry W. McFall. Dupree Hall,
reported $75 worth of damage to his
vehicle while it was parked in Commonwealth I -ill
Jayda Lail. Brockton, reported that
her father's vehicle had l>een hit with
eggs while it waa parked on John I lanlon
I >rive.
Feb. 27:
Dave I <Mip. Keene Hall, reported
damage to his vehicle while it was park
ed in Burnam Lot.
Scott Morales, Dupree Hall, was arrested on charges of alcohol intoxication
and criminal possession of a forged
instrument.
John Coleman, Weaver Building,
reported the fire alarm sounding. It was
determined that a juvenile had pulled the
alarm on accident
Vikld Spurr. Powell Cafeteria, reported
vandalism to the south stairwell doors
of Powell Cafeteria. Similar vandalism
was found at Model Laboratory School
and at a newspaper vending machine outside the University Bookstore.

However, the residents of
Madison County want the nerve
gas transported to another place
where an incinerator has already
been constructed.
The incinerator would cost approximately $144 million to
build according to Bob Babbage, state auditor. He said it
would cost $80 million to
transport the gas by air.

Raymond Lewis, a senator
from the Department of Social
Science, agreed with Sefton and
Schulz.
\
"A student said to me once
that I was his second favorite
teacher because the other guy
told more jokes than I did, and

the theft of $65 from her desk drawer
Ella Jordan. Martin Hall, reported the
theft of $50 from her closet.
Tracy Vanhook. Martin Hall, reported
the theft of $20 from her purse.
Edie Mayabb, Martin Hall, reported
the theft of money from her room on two
occasions.
Fran Hindsman. Degley Building,
reported the theft of a bulletin board
from Room" 508 of the Begley Building.
Steve Bennion, Commonwealth Hall,
reported damage to his vehicle while it
was parked in Van House Lot.
Bobbie Johnston. McCregor Hall,
reported smoke coming from the laundry
room. The Richmond Fire Department
found no smoke or fire.
Ozandul Rexroat. Lexington, reported
damage to his vehicle while it was parked in the Lancaster I/>t.

that's not much criteria to base
an award on," Lewis said.
However, other Faculty
Senate members such as Dr.
Carol Sigelman, from the
Department of Psychology said
she was in favor of keeping the
award. She said the questionnaire also showed that 72 percent of the faculty would like to
keep the award.
After the vote, university
President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk said he had a few ideas on
how to improve the award but
didn't want to discuss them at
this time.
"Since teaching is our primary
goal, I feel very strongly that
there should be some appropriate way to recognize
excellence in teaching," Funderburk said.

(Continued from Page One)

in her political science class.
"Honestly, I wouldn't be here
if it wasn't for my class,' she
said. "But I have enjoyed it and
I am a.Bob Dole supporter."

Wilkinson, and "feels very good
about the first, three months of
his effort" to dethrone the
longtime incumbent.
Norton and two of her
Anne Norton, a political
science student who led the Bob children passed out Dole pineapDole supporters, said her main Ele juice and slices to passersy, along with stickers and
reason for getting involved with
the activity was receiving credit information.
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Murphy wasn't surprised by
Gore's strong win in Kentucky
and said he supported the Tennessee congressman because of
his strong stand on major issues
such as education
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Keith Murphy, a freshman
political science major, manned
the Gore booth with the help of
his wife. Ix>rraine.

"They respond in different
ways," he said. "Some are griefstricken, some are shocked,
especially people who knew
him."
Crockett agreed. "It's always
a traumatic situation anytime
you have a young person die,"
she said. "When it occurs with
a younger person, it hits the
hardest."
Long, the son of Sammy and
Edith Long, lived at 408
Springfield Road in Richmond.
Funeral services were held Tuesday at First Baptist Church.
Additional information for
this story was compiled by Phil
Bowling.

SHRIMP and MORE

■CLIPTHISCOUPON-

Mi.rrl, I:
Cannelita Kidd. Martin Hall, reported

hit real close to home." he said.
In the wake of the death.
Calvin Tolar. director of the
Counseling Center, spoke to
some residents of the hall at the
request of Burch.
"He indicated that there were

people who wanted to talk about
the matter." Tolar said.
He said students' responses
to a traumatic event such as this
are not predictable.

1 059 Berea Road, Richmond

French Fnej
Cole Slow
Huihpuppies

Michael D. Cole, Richmond, was arrested on charges of driving under the in
fluence and having no registration plates.

(Continued from Page One)

Captain
D's.
a great little seafood place

March 3:
Mark Alan Todd. l^exington. was arrested on charges of alcohol intoxication
and disorderly conduct.
Tonda HJgnite. Clay Mall, reported the
theft of hubcaps from her vehicle while
it was parked in the Burnam Ix>t.
March 3:
Gregory W. Howard, Berea. was arrested on a charge of alcohol intoxication.

Student found
dead in Martin

Campus voters follow state trends

March 2:
Lynne A. Beaubien. Combs Hall, was
arrested on two counts of possession of
drug paraphernalia.
Kim Norvpll. Martin Hall, reported the
theft of four wheel centers from her vehicle while it was parked in the Mattox
Lot.

Feb. 28:
Juanita A. Jones. Burnam Hall, was
arrested on a charge of driving under the
influence.

Calvin Tolar speaks to Martin residents.
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The dark
world of
Story and photos
by Mike Morris
Some call it caving, others
spelunking, but they all come
to do the same thing - enjoy
the splendors of Adams Cave
located near Lancaster Road.
James Adams has owned
the property on which the
cave is located for 38 years.
"The cave was last mapped
in 1976.... It runs seventeen
hundred, fifty feet and is fairly level from front to back,"
Adams said.
"I used to explore it w-hen
I was younger," said 79-year-

old Adams.
Adams said it was fine with
him for students to explore
the cave as long as he wasn't
responsible for them.
"People went down there
long before I owned it, and
they probably will long after
I don't," Adams said.
Adams said explorers of
the cave should be careful
because after a heavy rain the
cave is often very muddy and

V I N
slippery.
"I've always had good relations with the students,"
Adams added. "In fact, some
have turned out to be pretty
good friends."
The university Explorers'
Club has turned out to be one
of those friends.
Tom Bulgrin, the club's
president, said the club has
conducted a cave clean-up for
the past few years.
"It took two and a half
hours to clean about a
quarter of the cave," Bulgrin
said. "We hit all the party
rooms and brought out four
big garbage bags of trash."
Students go caving for a
variety of reasons.
They go to experience hardcore spelunking, to drink
beer, smoke, meditate or meet
members of the opposite sex.
Mike Wolf, an undeclared
freshman from Bardstown,
first visited the cave last
semsester.
"The first time, I went with
some friends. I said, 'You're
crazy! I'm not about to go in
there.' " Wolf said.
Wolf is now a hard-core
spelunker who explores the
cave about once every two
weeks.
Wolf said he'd been to
Mammoth Cave before but
going to Adams Cave with
friends is more fun.
"The cave is a good place to
be alone," Wolf said. "You're
kind of separated from the
world. There's no traffic

noise, airplanes or sirens."
Wolf suggests going in
groups of three or more, staying together, taking good
flashlights with new batteries
since it is very easy to become
disoriented in total darkness.
"It doesn't make any difference when you go," Wolf
said. "When you go in, there
is no such thing as the sun."
"And- you almost always
meet strange people down
there," he said.
For Sabrina Insko, an
undeclared junior from Lexington, and Brian Lindsey, a
junior insurance major from
Pikeville, the cave is more
than a hole in the ground.'
The two have been dating
since meeting on a late-night
caving expedition more than
a year ago.
"It was February 19th and
I was with a bunch of friends,
and we weren't ready to turn
in when someone suggested
going caving. So we picked up
a mutual friend and Brian,"
Insko said.
"He took to me real fast,"
Insko said. "While the others
climbed up to the Pike room,
I stayed behind, and he
stayed with me. Suddenly, he
just kissed me on the cheek,
and that started the whole
thing."
"It was definitely different,'' Lindsey said. "It is
the most unusual place I've
ever met a girl."
For Tim Bash am, a university graduate from Stearns,

the cave is a place to find
relaxation.
"When my friends and I go
caving, we set a lot of candles
on the wall in one of the party rooms and listen to tapes."
Basham said.
"We hold all kinds of
philosophical discussions," he
added.
Basham said the cave is a
means of escape and getting

in touch with oneself.
"I like to go off into one of
the small rooms and sit alone
in the silent darkness,
meditate and try to get in
touch with my spirit guide,"
Basham said.
Finally, there are the
rumors about ancient Indian
ceremonies and modern-day
devil worshipers.
"There is one spot where a

pentagram is painted on the
ceiling," said Connie Baker, a
senior elementary education
major from Fairfield, Ohio.
"If you stand there without
your shoes while wearing an
'I heart spelunking' button,
the star glows and your name
appears in the center," Baker
8 aid.
It's like Wolf said, "You
almost always meet strange
people down there."

Golf course management
'up to par' for student

Progress illustration/Thomas Marsh

Unwanted pregnancies
made easier with hotline

By Sheri Sparks
Staff writer
A chemistry test next week,
an English paper due the week
after that and a baby due in nine
months doesn't exactly seem to
fit into typical college life.
There are alternatives for
university students who are
pregnant and aren't sure of
what to do or what steps to take
with an unwanted pregnancy.
■
Theresa Schlemmer, progri
director of Opportunities fi
Life, located at 1500 Poajfar
Level Road in Louisville, /has
started answering questions 0f
expectant college-age women
and men involved in unwanted
pregnancies.
/
Schlemmer, aloi,g with administrative asftfatant Jackie
Carlsen, has created a 24-hour
pregnancy /hotline that is
available fjtf anyone with questions concerning alternatives to
aD l
O ftion or anyone needing emotional, personal, financial or
' family counseling.
"Our first concern is to find
out if the caller is really pregnant," Schlemner said.

"Then we try to find out how
the father feels about the
pregnancy," she said, " and see
if there is ■ possible support
system the caner has with either
the father qp her own family that
will help her deal with the
pregnancy."
"Aflter that, we look at the
bajnc alternatives," Schlemmer
aJGd. "We try to help the caller
yGecide what the need really is."
Schlemmer said people call
with one option in mind abortion.
"Adoption for college-age
pregnancies is a good alternative," she said. "There have
been changes that have made
adoption more open."
According to Schlemmer. in
some adoption situations,
women are given pictures of
potential parents to choose
from.
"The girl is given approximately three pictures," Schlemmer said. "She is given quite a
bit of input in the adoption process."
Schlemmer said concerned
boyfriends call the hotline look-

ing for answers.
"Some guys call saying they
are afraid their girlfriend is pregnant, or they call soon after the
pregnancy test has come back
positive asking for information," Schlemmer said.
The program was initiated by
the Catholic Church, which now
has 80 volunteers working
through 66 parishes across the
state and 33 telephone
volunteers who man the hotline.
"A lot of the counties are
rural, and we have volunteers
who travel to see people in
several surrounding counties to
discuss problems they may be
having," Schlemmer said.
"We just try to give people
ideas to explore with pregnancy," she said. "We want people
to know we are here and we'd
love to talk."
"Every call is on an individual
basis." she said. "Your call is a
person to a person."
For more information, call
Opportunities for Life, Inc., toll
free
at
1-800-822-5824.
Volunteer
counseling
is
available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.

By Ray Knuckles
Staff writer
When Paul Daniel was 13 and
his father bought him his first
set of cheap golf clubs, he didn't
know he'd make a career out of
golf.
Daniel, 38, has not made a
career out of playing. He has
gone into the maintenance of
golf courses.
Daniel already has several
years' experience being a golf
course maintenance supervisor
and club superintendent.
Daniel re-entered college two
years ago to get a degree in horticulture, emphasizing turfgrass
productions, and a minor in
business, while his wife, Elaine,
continued her education in
medical records.
The return to school soon
proved to be a wise move when
Daniel received one of five 1988
scholarships presented by the
Golf Course Superintendents of
America.
"The opportunities that were
opened up to us finalists amazed me." Daniel said. Daniel said
he was offered jobs even though
he was not looking for one.
The horticulture program and
his previous job experience
helped prepare him for the
judges' questions, Daniel said.
The university was the only
southern school
to
be
represented by a scholarship
winner. The other four winners
were from larger northern landgrant schools.
The university's agriculture
department has had many national and regional scholarship
winners.
Sharon Flynt, junior technical
horticulture major from Richmond, recently won a $3,500
scholarship from the Garden
Club of Kentucky.
A golf course has become a
good realty investment because
the surrounding area goes up in
value, country clubs make a lot
of money and many investors
make money by building houses

"The world's our oyster. Just pick up a fork and
eat it."
- Paul Daniel
and condominiums around the
golf courses, Daniel said.
Daniel said he recently read
that Florida generated an
estimated $900,000 to $1.2
billion in golf revenues. The article stated Florida had more
than 700 golf courses, and 170
more were being constucted said
Daniel.
The future is bright for golf
course superintendents.
"Each new golf course means
another superintendent is needed," Daniel said.
Daniel said he came to the
university with an eye on a
future teaching career, but that
has changed.
"As a result of this scholarship and the trip to Texas, I
gained contact with hundreds of
professionally educated people
who kind of instilled in me the
desire to be superintendent
again," Daniel said.
Since Daniel and his wife have
two children to raise, money is
an issue.
"I'm aware of the high
amount of money you can make
in being a superintendent in the
warm regions. Well in excess of
$50,000 a year," Daniel said.
Daniel said being a golf club
superintendent is a great job
because he loves the game so
much. He said the open spaces,
fresh air, clean grass and friendly competition were some of the
appealing things about golf.
"I get an intense satisfaction
from getting inside a golf course
and working and seeing the visible accomplishments of my
labor," Daniel said.
Daniel said a superintendent
has to know what he is doing
because the tremendous amount
of money being invested in golf
courses brings a lot of pressure
to the job.

To further his knowledge
about living plants, Daniel
works with greenhouses in the
agriculture department.
Sometimes conflicts arise between the superintendent and
club members on how to maintain the course.
Daniel said members should
remember that a superintendent
is a hired professional who
should be trusted to take care of
the course, and a good
superintendent will be accessible to all members and listen to
their suggestions.
Daniel said the American
game of golf has become extremely manufactured.
"There has been a backlash
against this manufactured style
in favor of the natural way it used to be," Daniel said.
However, compromises have
to be made between artificial
and natural elements because
some places become so wild and
natural that they are hard to
maintain, Daniel said.
Daniel said horticulture
education teaches one how to
handle living plant material,
operate greenhouses, design
landscapes and knowledge of
tufgrasses, shrubs and plant
nursery
Daniel said the horticulture
bachelor of science degree will
help him get a good superintendent's job and eventually help in
getting promoted to a golf
course manager's position.
Getting hooked on golf is easy
to do. In Daniel's case, getting
hooked was the start of a successful career.
The future looks bright for
Daniel and other aspiring golf
course superintendents.
"The world's our oyster. Just
pick up a fork and eat it," Daniel
said.
I
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Activities
Events affected
by student apathy

Prabell resigns
to continue study

By Tammy Howard
Staff writer
Lack of student interest seemed to be an even more important
topic than the scheduled one at
a seminar last week sponsored
by the International Women's
Association.
"I'm very disappointed with
the turnout. After all, it is not
like we failed to advertise the
event,"
said
Shammi
Chowdhury, president of IWA.
Less than 20 people, only two
were actual students, showed up
to hear Dr. Rajah Jos hi. a
pulmonary/internal medicine
specialist, speak on AIDS.
Scheduled to begin at 7 p.m..
the seminar was delayed for 1.5
minutes to give more students
a chance to show up. However,
none did.
Hay ward M. "Skip" Daugherty. dean of student services, confirmed that at some events, participation is a problem.
"It is very difficult to get
students out to these events.
We try to advertise, but
sometimes the students are
saturated so much with the ads
in such things as the FYI and
fliers that they just do not pay
attention," he said.
However, those attending the
seminar said the topic itself
could be the reason for the lack
of participation.
"People are just afraid of
AIDS. I guess they'd rather
believe you can catch the
disease through breathing,"
said Judy Bordes, a sophomore
social work major from Richmond who attended the
seminar.
"I personally thought this
would be a service to the
students. With several mothers
of teens and the teens
themselves on campus, I felt
that this was a very important
issue," she said. "I guess I was
wrong.
Yet, according to Daugherty,
the issue discussed at campus
events may not be the reason for
a lack of participation.

By Lisa Borders
Activities editor
After six years as pastor at
the unversity Newman Center,
the Rev. Paul Prabell will resign
in June.
"I've loved it here at
Eastern." Prabell said. "But it's
time for me to move on."
Prabell will be going to
Topeka. Kan., for five months
for a sabbatical at Menninger
Hospital, which is a "top-notch
teaching and mental hospital."
according to Prabell.
"This is similar to an internship," Prabell said. "I hope to
broaden and sharpen my
knowledge of how religion and
psychology work together."
Prabell said part of. his daily
routine is counseling students.
He added he enjoys conseling
because it gives him satisfaction
when he helps someone to grow.
"This will benefit my own personal counseling skills and
hopefully make them crisper."
Prabell added.
Prabell said one of his main
goals when he came to the
university was to increase student involvement and to get
students to use their gifts with
the church especially with service projects.
Prabell said he has reached
that goal and has been involved
in other areas including planning a retreat each semester,
planning the Appalachian
Awareness Program and serving as a board member of the
Ark (a non-alcoholic bar).
Prabell has also taught
several classes at the university
including a class on Appalachian religion, which according to Prabell "opened eyes to
the richness of Appalachian
religion."
He also worked with a team of
campus ministers to form the
Emergency Meals Fund.
"He is not just confined to
campus," said Sister Clara Fehr-

"Well, there is no immediate
answer as to why students fail
to attend the discussions. We
are not really sure if the problem
is a lack of excitement about the
issues or bad timing. The probable cause is just that the
students are very busy with
classes and work," he said.
IWA is not the only organization on campus that has had
trouble
with
student
participation.
The UP program, a subcommittee of Student Association,
sponsored a symposium Feb. 25
with the theme "Nothing is
Beyond the Reach of Determination."
Jean I,ambers, public relations chairperson with Student
Association who helped prepare
the program, said only 38 people
came.
"I just feel bad for the people
who did not show up. They really missed something." Lambers
said.
"We are still a fairly new program." she said. "I think it will
take us a while to get name
recognition and build up a
following."
Also. March 1 through March
4 was Greek Week. Nine
sororities and 11 fraternities
participated in the event, according Polly Myers, overall cochairperson of the week.
Daugherty said the high interest level of the event came as
no surprise to him.
"Traditional programs, such
as Greek Week, are always well
attended. I only wish we knew
how to enrry those figures over
to other events," he said.
Regardless of what the reason
for lack of interest was, the
AIDS discussion went ahead as
scheduled. Bordes said she
thought the response was
typical.
"Especially with AIDS as the
topic, I think that this just confirms that people do not want to
know what is happening. Education is the main thing with this
disease," Bordes said.

Greek fun

Progress pholo/Thea Garnetl

Tina Holback, left, and Charlotte Highfill. ride the shoulders of
Scott Young and Sean Mattingly during the Greek games held
last week as part of Greek Week,

Phonothon exceeds
goal of $50,000
Progress staff report
After 35 nights of making
telephone calls, university
students help exceed the goal of
$50,000 during the phonothon
held from Jan. 31 to March 5
sponsored by the Student Alumni Association.
"We are very pleased with the
results," said Lana Carnes,
assistant director of the
development. "The students did
a good job and worked hard. We
appreciate their help."
The total for the phonothon

inger. who as worked with
Prabell for four years. "He
reaches out to the whole community. He is a good model for
the students."
Fehringer said she has enjoyed working with Prabell. "He
is very efficient and caring. He
always makes time for the
students."
Prabell said he usually puts in
around 60 to 80 hours a week,
but added he doesn't mind.
"Sometimes it's hard to figure
out the difference between when
I'm working and not working,"
he said.
Julie Bauman. a senior from
Fort Thomas, said she is sad
Prabell is leaving, but added the
experience will be good for him.
"He is very personable and
always seems to be in touch
with what the students want
and need," she said.
Prabell said after the sabbatical, he would like to go to a
regular parish.
However, he said he will
definitely miss the university.
"I'm going to miss the
campus atmosphere and the excitment sharing the lives of the
students."

Just when he was ready for mid life crisis,
something unexpected came up.

PETITIONS FOR STUDENT SENATE WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING ELECTION
Starting March 21st

was $61.583.88, according to
Carnes.
Delta Zeta sorority won first
place this year, after finishing
second the past two years. The
group raised $4,215.
Money raised from the event
will go toward the Alumni Annual Fund and other expenses
state funds do not cover including the Thurman Scholarship as well as the Rome Rankin
Scholarship.

'rabell

Puberty.

Deadline March 25th

Let your voice he a factor, think about becoming a Student Senator
■

Evergday Buffet
ALL YOU

i

$3.49:

can EflT

Pizza
Spaghetti
Garlic Sticks
5pm-Bpm

i
i
i

Hey Richmond
This Week Only

Receiue $1.00 Off
any pizza deliuered to

Students recieve Free Iced J
Tea urith valid student I.D. ,

you
EHpires 3-20-Q8

.
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Enjoy yourself during
Spring Break!
DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS
Optometriat
DR. C. L. DAVIS
QptometHat
DR. WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS
Optometrist

J

228 W. Main Richmond Ky.

j Insurance Welcome
g
Medical Cards
H
Credt Terms
■
Available

Open Mon - Sat 8:30 am - 5:00 pm

A Brands
*%*%*%
AOE A
"
<* Contact.
Ry 4- 1 ihX
Soft 4 Semi-Soft
U^lJ lJlJlJlf
Permatens
waneiw wwww
Bifocal Contact*
Member of Kentucky Optometric Association
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Columbia Pictures Presents A Clement/La Frenais product™
swing Judge Reinhold "Vice Versa" Fred Savage Swoosie Kurtz
\
Musk- by Da\ id Shire Director of Photography King BaggOt Executive Producer Alan LaduYJr.
Q written aod Produced bj Dick ('lenient & Ian La Frenais Dim-ted b> Brian Gilberts
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Student tutors needed
for summer program
By Gina C. Runyon
Staff writer
As the staff members of the university's Upward Bound Program schedule activities for the
upcoming summer session, they are also accepting job applications for student counselors.
Lonnie Hughes, counselor coordinator for the
Upward Bound Program, a program which
encourages youths to attend college, is responsible for hiring the student counselors. Hughes
said he is looking for individuals who are empathic, sensitive and caring.
"We are interested in people that we can use
as role models," he said.
Hughes, an alumnus of the university, expects to hire eight student counselors, six tutor
counselors and two resident directors, who are
responsible for supervising the tutor counselors.
According to Hughes, each student who applies for the job of tutor counselor must have
a 3.0 GPA and must be an upcoming junior or
senior in the upcoming academic year. Students
do not have to have a particular major to be
eligible for the positions.
The tutor counselors will work a maximum of
six weeks and will be responsible for 24-hour
supervision of the high school students. They
will also be responsible for administering tutoring sessions and personal counseling.
The tutor counselors do not have to be
students of the university to be eligible for
employment. The program does hire students
from other college campuses but generally the
tutor counselors come from the university.
Hughes said the tutor counselors attend a
training session three days before the students
arrive for the summer session.
Jack Scott, a graduate student of the university who was an Upward Bound student during
1978-1980, has served as both tutor counselor
and as a resident director for three years.
After his high school graduation, Scott, a
native of Powell County, said he came to the
university to pursue a degree in physics and
engineering. During the summers he worked as
a tutor counselor with the Upward Program. He
said he plans to apply for a tutor counseling
position the year.
Scott said his past experience with the Upward Bound Program has proved to be
invaluable.
"I really enjoy working with the program. I
really believe in the job they're doing," Scott
said.
Because he has experienced the program first
hand as a pupil, Scott, 25, said he feels he has
an advantage over the other tutor counselors
who have never been students of the program

because he understands what the students in
the program are going through.
"Most people don't understand what it's like
to come from a very rural area to college. That's
a big step," Scott said.
Since he has already experienced some of the
things that many of the students in the program may be going through, Scott said he now
is in a better position to say to them, "You can
do it. I'm living proof of it."
Scott attributes much of his academic success
to the support he received in the program. Not
only did he learn he could go on to obtain a postsecondary education and be successful, but
Scott said he also learned how to communicate
better.
When he first came to the program as a student, Scott said he was very shy, but through
interacting with the staff members and other
students, he learned to overcome his timidity.
Progress photo/lnnes Probizanski
Being a tutor counselor, Scott said he has also Making contacts
learned the art of listening.
Mervm Aubespin, associate editor/development for The Courier Journal . talked with a high
"You end up learning to be a good listener," school student at last Thursday's Mass Communications Day field in the Keen Johnson Building.
Scott said. "That's important for anybody - no
Aubespin was one of the many professionals who served as panelists to discuss career preparamatter what type of job you're in."
Charlotte Tanara, director of the program, tion and opportunities for students.
said the Upward Bound Program is a component of the trio programs, which include the
Educational Talent Search Program and the
Student Support Services, and was founded in
1966 during the Johnson Administration under
the Higher Education Act of 1964.
It is the oldest of the trio programs.
The purpose of the program, Tanara said is
to help high school students pursue a college Batgirls needed
Scholarship to be given Guest speaker planned
education.
There
will
be
a
meeting
for
The Philosophy Club will prePhi Delta Kappa will award
"Many children are encouraged to stay at
any
university
female
interested
sent
"Max Scheler's Last
two
$125
scholarships
to
home and work instead of going to college,''
becoming a bat girl for the graduate students in education Stand" by Dr. Bond Harris from
Tanara said. "We w,ant to enrich their academic in
baseball team. The meeting will who have been enrolled full time the Department of Philosophy
and social skills."
be at 6:30 p.m. March 24 in
According to Tanara, the program targets Room 115 of Alumni Coliseum. both semesters of the 1987-1988 and Religion at 7:30 p.m. March
23 in the Clark Room of the
academic year.
high school students who come from either TowInterested students should Wallace Building.
income families or are first-generation college For more information call Coach
Jim Ward at 622-2128 or George contact Eloise O. Warming in
students.
Scholars to form group
Room 204 of the Keith Building
The students are chosen from nine Kentucky Dean at 622-1697.
A Governor's Scholars Group
or at 622-1057 no later than
counties and 10 high schools.
is
being organized on campus
Tournament
scheduled
March 11 for details regarding
Tanara said 100 students are selected annualfor all students who attended
applications.
Applications
will
ly to participate in the program, 10 from each
The Finance Club will sponsor
the program. Anyone interested
high school.
a racquetball singles tourna- be due April 1.
should send their name and
Milly Hubbard, academic coordinator, said ment (two skills levels) March Council to meet
phone number to Sheri Sparks
higher education has not been a major priority 27-31. All participants will
Box 253 Clay Hall.
for some of the students.
receive T-shirts and winners will
The Council on International
"Education hasn't been a big thrust in their be awarded trophies. For more Affairs will meet at 7 p.m. Library hours posted
environment," Hubbard said.
information call 623-2362, March 21 in the Kennamer
Library hours for Spring
For more information about the the tutor 623-7810 or 622-1245 or attend Room of the Powell Building. Break have been expanded from
counselor positions, contact the Upward Bound a meeting at 9 p.m. March 24 in Guest speaker Consuelo Ruiz 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. March 15 and
office at 622-1080. Deadline for applications is the J aggers Room of the Powell will speak about "The Peace 2 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. March 16 and
today.
Building.
Process in Central America."
March 17.

ampus clips

Earn Cash for Spring Break i

E. K. U.
MEAL DEALS
12" Medium Cheese Pizza

Up to $92.00 n month

\
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For more information, call

Additional toppings 50* each.

Richmond Plasma Center j
624-9814
j

Additional toppings 754 each.

623-7724

11/9South Collins
Expires 3/12/88
/ Not valid with any other
coupons or offers. Valid
at participating locations only.

Drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited Delivery Area.
©1987 DPI
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16" Large Cheese Pizza

$5.95|
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Offer expires 3/31/88
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Why are we doing
this? We're doing ft
because we want to
be the No. 1 shoe
store in town.

We want to
be known
as the 25%
off shoe
store.

Family Shoe Center..

the famous styles you want,
at prices you can aftord

now get

the ticketed
price on all
merchandise
EVERYDAY!

Shoppers Village Shopping Ctr.,
Eastern By-Pass, Richmond, KY
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Arts/ Entertainment
Olympics held many golden opportunities
Student joined creative arts
team in mission to Calgary
By Heather Yeoman
Staff writer
"I just kept thinking, I'm going to a place that every
newspaper is talking about on
the front page."
So said Hunter Bates, a junior
from Williamsburg, who spent a
week in February at the Olympics. But a mere spectator he
was not.
Bates was part of a six-person
creative arts team who traveled
to Calgary to promote the
Southern Baptist religion.
The team, dubbed Sonteam,
was jointly sponsored by the
Kentucky Baptist Convention
and the Southern Baptist
Convention.
The idea for Sonteam came
from a campus minister at the
University of Louisville in 1974,
who wanted to use drama as a
medium for the gospel
statewide.
Since then, Kentucky has
developed four creative arts
teams, made up of various
college students from campus
Baptist Student Unions.
Bates said the Home Mission
Board of the Baptist church
established the "Winter Games
Ministry," because "people
from all over the world .would be
coming together."
Bates auditioned for the
ministry and made it, along with
three women and two men, all
from different schools.
"To make the team you had to
be more than just a good performer. You had to be a people
person." Bates said.
The six-member mission spent
the entire last summer preparing for 1988's winter games.
The team trained for two
weeks in Kentucky, then traveled to Calgary on June 1.
The city of Calgary holds
650,000 people, yet only has five

We BUY or LOAN Money on
Gold, Diamonds, TV's, Guns,
Electric Typewriters, VCRs,
Guitars, Class Rings, Etc.,
JOHNSONS DIAMOND EXCHANGE, 630 Big Hill Ave., Richmond. Ky., 623-4535.
EARN EXCELLENT MONEY
work at home, start your own
business, or do assembly work,
jewelery, toys & others. CALL TODAY FOR INFO! 1-305-744-3488
(Toll refundable] Ext. WI2856 24
hrs
GOV'T SIEZED VEHICLES for
$400.00. Cars. Trucks, Jeeps, &
Imports. BUY Direct at LOCAL
Sales! Call 1-518-459-3734 Ext
J408IC 24 hrs

Baptist churches. Bates said the
main goal of the Winter Games
Ministry was to create a
positive image of Southern
Baptists.
"Our goal for the summer was
to get to know people, build our
credibility, and gain contacts so
we could go back for one week
of the Olympics and be able to
perform," Bates said.
-.The team devoted Sunday and
Wednesday to religious services
at various churches, but the remainder of the their days were
spent doing variety shows all
over Calgary.
Bates said his specialty in the
shows was pantomiming to
various songs.
Other members were ventriloquists, or juggled or playedinstruments.
Bates said one of the most
intimidating places they performed at was the Stephen
Avenue Mall, an outdoor mall in
the middle of the city that
averaged 65,000 shoppers a day.
The team performed once a
week at the mall's outdoor
stages. In between the
30-minute shows, the members
would talk to people on a one-toone basis about the Baptist
church.
"In June 1987, it was our
most intimidating performace,"
Bates said. "In February 1988.
it was our most exciting because
we knew what to expect."
The mission stayed with
different families during the
summer, and all of the members'
expenses were paid for by the
Home Mission Board.
Bates said the Canadians were
more reserved than Americans
so the team had to tone down a
little.
"The people up there really
took care of us," he said. "They
were super."

No wimps here! Try a MONASTIC
EXPERIENCE, live-in program
with Benedictine Sisters, St.
Walburg Monastery, July 8-I6. For
single Catholic women, 18 and
over. Contact: Sr. Martha
Walther, OSB, 2500 Amsterdam
Rd., Villa Hills, KY 4I0I7;
606-33I-6324.
"Pregnant? Worried? Call Opportunities for Life, toll free
1-800-822-5824 for personal, confidential help! We care."
DYN-O-MITE!
It's New-It's Amazing! The
world's best multiple laundry spot
& stain remover is about to be introduced to the American market
place. For appointment &
demonstration please call
606-263-5070
days,
606623-4566 nights & weekends, ask for Bill or Stan.

OBI
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Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Hunter Bates did mission work at Olympics.
"It was really touching to go there and share a
little bit of ourselves just to see a smile on their
faces."
-Hunter Bates
The team returned home on
Aug. 9 and began making plans
for their return to Calgary on
Feb. 14.
"I was concerned that I'd skip
a week of school, go to the
Olympics, and there would be
virtually nothing planned."

COUNSELORS NEEDED
New England Brother/Sister
Camps - [Mass] Mah-Kee-Nac for
Boys/Danbee for Girls. Counselor
positions for Program Specialists:
All Team Sports, especially
Baseball, Basketball, Field
Hockey, Soccer, and Volleyball;
25 Tennis openings; also, Archery, Riflery and Biking; other
openings include Performina
Arts, Fine Arts, Yearbook,
Photography, Video, Cooking,
Sewing, Rollerskating, Rocketry,
Ropes, and Camp Craft; All
Waterfront activities [Swimming,
Skiing, Small Craft]. Inquire Action Camping [Boys] I90 Linden
Ave., Glen Ridge, NJ 07028;
[Girls] 44 Center Grove Road,
H-2I, Randolph, NJ 07869. Phone
[Boys] 201-429-8522; [Girls]
201-328-2727.

Congratulations
Newest Associates of
Lamba Chi Alpha
Theodore Parker
Matthew Enzweiler
Steve Jones
Barry Micheal O'Neal
Kip Leonard
Joseph F. St. Cyr
Robby Hays

i

*
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"The only way we got into the
show was because we were from
the South." Bates said.
#
The group made use of their
southern dialects by performing
IB
a variety show called. "Southern
Extravaganza."
»
The performers also did a
variety show at a children's
*.
hospital.
"It was really touching to go
L
there and share a little bit of
ourselves just to see a smile on
their face," Bates said.
4
He added one of the
highlights of the week was the
mission's work on a "pin train."
*,
All the corporations that
sponsor the Olympics had
created a pin with their logo on
•
*
it, and everybody trades. Bates
ft
said many people came to the
Olympics for the sole purpose of
trading pins.
because when we left in the sum"I wouldn't walk 20 feet down mer, wej knew we'd be back, but
uhe street without stopping to when we left on February 21, we
trade pins with somebody." knew we'd never be together
Bates said. "It was a neat way again as a team," he said.
to meet people."
Bates, a 20-year-old junior maAccording to Bates, the ABC joring in English, was in a
pin is the most popular every number of plays during his high
year and is usually sold for more school years.
than $100.
v_ He has also held major roles
At one time, a 9-year-old boy in the university's productions
approached Bates and noticed of "The Rivals" and "Romeo
his pins.
and Juliet."
"What would you trade for
"I love performing. It's a bigthat?" the boy asked, pointing time hobby of mine," he said.
to his ABC pin.
Bates hopes to someday go on
"Your first born son and your to law school or a seminary and
service at the age of 12," Bates has applied for a political internreplied.
ship with Sen. Mitch McConnell
The Winter Games Ministry this summer.
took advantage of the trading
As the current president of
rage and developed their own the Baptist Student Union,
pin that came with a card ex- Bates is running for state BSU
plaining their purpose at president this April. He is also
Calgary.
a member of Sigma Tau Delta,
Bates said the pins were the English honor society; Stupopular and everyone was in- dent Senate: and is a campus
terested in talking to the tour guide.
mission.
Bates feels the work he did at
The mission used its one free the Olympics was a "once in a
day to attend a hockey game lifetime experience."
between Poland and Sweden.
"For my summer experience,
The Saturday before the and my Olympic week exgroup left, the church held a perience, I wouldn't trade
farewell service for them.
anything for it." he said. "Not
"It was really emotional. even my ABC pin."

How to stand out
inacrowd
Tlie American Express* Card gets an outstanding welcome
virtually anywhere you shop, whether it's for a leather jacket
or a leather-hound classic Whether you're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. 'So during college
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want
Mow to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success And because we
believe in your potential, we've made it easier
to get the American Express Card nghl now
Whether you re a freshman, senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers For details, pick up an
application on campus
Or call I «K)-THE-CARD and ask for
a student application.
The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It"

s
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Bates said. "But we got there
and they had a full schedule for
us."
Bates said the group's largest
audience was at the Coca-Cola
International Plaza, which
featured performances from people all over the world.

*s
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SERVICES
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Liddy, Hoffman
to clash; campus
debate planned
By Jennifer Feldman
Arts editor
Rivals Abbie Hoffman, a
liberalist and '60s activist
and Watergate conspirator
G. Gordon Liddy, will go to
bat against each other, asking "Has the CIA gone too
far?" in a debate to be held at
the university March 24.
The debate
will be particularity
rivalous.

In

1971, during
the re-election
period of former
president
Richard Nixon,
Liddy prepared
a scheme to Hoffman
have Hoffman
drugged and
kidnapped. The
plan was abandoned as being
too radical.
H owever,
both men havel
led a ratherl
radical life.
In 1967, at"
the age of 31, Liddy
Hoffman sent 3,000 marijuana cigarettes,
with
directions on how to smoke
them, to people he selected
randomly from the phone
book.
The next year he was
arrested at a violent
demonstration in Chicago for
appearing in public with an
obscene word written on his
forehead.
In 1969, he was indicted
along with six others, known
as the Chicago Seven, with
charges of conspiracy and
crossing state lines to incite
a riot. During the courtroom
precedings, he was charged
with 175 counts of contempt
of court; he served eight
months in prison.
He has since written nine

In a nutshell. . . .
G. Gordon Liddy,
Abbie Hoffman debate:
'Has the CIA Gone too
Far?'
7:30 p.m. March 24
Brock Auditorium
books, and about them hr
said, "It's embarrassing. You
try to overthrow the government, and you end up on the
best-seller list."
He is currently trying to
prevent the Philadelphia
Electric Company from
removing 100 million gallons
a day of Delaware River
water to cool a proposed
nuclear plant 30 miles away
in Limerick, Penn.
Liddy, on the other hand,
was a member of Operation
Intercept, an organization
investigating drug trafficking
in 1971. Also that year he
joined CREEP (Committee to
Re-elect the President) in support of then-President Nixon.
In 1972, Liddy planned to
wiretap the Democratic National Headquarters.
Later that same year he
was indicted, consequently
sentenced six to 20 years in
prison. He served five of
those years before being
released by then-President
Carter.
Despite their obvious differences, Liddy and Hoffman
have appeared together at
numerous campuses across
the nation. At these other
speaking
engagements,
however, Hoffman has contended he and Liddy are "not
friendly."
Both speakers will have 25
minutes to debate his position on the topic; a question
period of up to one hour will
follow.
The debate is free and open
to the public.
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You can leave, but
never break away
from old standards

Photo submitted

JoAnn Walker met Cheryl Ladd in 'Bluegrass.'

Faculty moonlights
as'Bluegrass'extra

By Joe Griggs
Staff writer
When
"Bluegrass,"
a
miniseries filmed last fall in Lexington, finally aired this month,
many people in central Kentucky watched anxiously. Some
watched for the story, some watched for the scenery and some
watched to catch a glimpse of
themselves as they got their
first shot at stardom.
Jim Walker, professor of anthropology at the university,
and his wife, Joanna, performed
on many occasions as extras in
the miniseries. and he was one of
the many who watched for
himself the two nights it aired.
Walker and his wife did their
scenes at Keeneland race track
in the clubhouse and the stands.
Their son. Wayne, also worked
for two days on the film. They
were all paid $40 for each days'
work.
As Walker watched the
miniseries, he saw himself only
once, in the background, walking behind the stars. He was
told by others, however, that he
appeared in it three times.
Walker plans to rewatch the
movie on videotape to find all
his appearances.
Walker said he could not
count how many scenes he
actually appeared in and was
surprised that he did not appear
in the miniseries more than he
did.
IIIIHIIIIIIinilllllHIIIMMIII
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While they were filming the
miniseries, Walker and his wife
became acquainted with the
crew and many of the stars, including Cheryl Ladd and Diane
Ladd, some even agreeing to
pose for pictures with them.
The experience was not,
however, without its mishaps.
Walker said he had to stand and
walk continously for long hours
and also had to stand in cold
weather without a coat (the
scenes being filmed were supposed to take place in warm
weather).
"But the only thing that was
real disappointing was the food
service," he said.
Many people had accused the
miniseries of portraying horse
breeders as snobbish and
vicious. Walker said he thinks
that is untrue. "I don't think it
showed Kentucky as being
crooked," he said. "I think it
showed Kentucky in a very good
light."
Walker said he enjoyed the experience of working on
"Bluegrass" and had no regrets
about taking time out of his
schedule to appear in it. He even
filled out an application with
Kentucky's film bureau to
appear in whatever future productions happen to be filmed
here.
He said, "I'm ready to go
tomorrow - or at least
Saturday."

As this column unfolds we
find our >oung arts editor
gathering supplies for her long
awaited, if not much overdue,
weekend in Chicago, ala Spring
Break.
Unfortunately, she is not one
in tune with the rules of travel.
Let's intervene as she tries to
pack the contents of her
residence hall room into her only two duffel bags.
"Let me go over the checklist
one more time. I ve got the hair
dryer, curling iron, hot rollers,
first aid kit, safety pins, compass, road maps. ... I think
that's everything."
You're all set, huh?
"Why yes I am. And might I
add, I've finished packing a
whole two days before my time
of departure. Quite a feat for someone who usually returns from
trips home with wet laundry."
So, where are you going?
"Chicago. You know, the Windy City."
You're taking quite a lot of
things aren't you?
"Well, yeah, but I'm going to
be gone a whole weekend, after
all. Besides, you just never
know when you may need
something and not have it.
Always be prepared, that's my
motto."
Yeah, but a hardbound copy of
"Roger's
Parliamentary
Procedure"?
"Knock it if you will, but when
you find yourself in a situation
where knowing how to make a
motion might make the difference between a friend or foe,
don't come crying to me."
You probably would have
done well on "Let's Make a
Deal"
"Funny you should mention
that. It always was my favorite
game show. Carol Mar ml was
my idol."
It's an awful long drive to
Chicago, isn't it?
"Maybe so. but I've prepared
for that. I've got Highway
Bingo and other assorted travel

Tuned in

Jennifer
Feldman
games. And there's always .
ing how many license plates
from different states you can
count. Plus, I decided this would
be an opportune time to listen to
all those tapes recording companies have been sending me.
Notice how I manage to mix a
little business with pleasure?"
Admirable thought. But surely you aren 't expecting to play
the games by yourself? If you
had to be both players, who
would drive?
"Oh, perish the thought. My
roommate is going along with
me. And don't worry about
who's going to be driving. She's
got cruise control."
Maybe the two of you could
even get in a little competition
"Bug" match?
"Now that you mention it,
that would give us something to
do while we were waiting for the
sand to drop to the other end of
the hourglass we're using for
Travel Boggle."
Don't most people use a threeminute egg timer for that game?
"Well, yeah, but then again
most people don't play road
games for such extended periods
of time."
Well Jennifer, it seems like
you do have everything under
control for this little excursion.
There's only one thing bothering
me.
"Oh? What's that?"
Aren't you taking any other
clothes?
And so we end this column
with Jennifer departing for
Chicago with a wet load of laundry. Happy Trails.
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BT-PASS AT BOGGS LANE
Eastland
Reebok
LOW PRICES
Dexter
orn
-Swiss
Mon ttYu Sat 9-9/Sun 3-5
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For Contact Lenses.
Set Your Sights on Us

The Contaet Lens Center

Peace Corps
On-Campus Interviews

205 1/2 Geri Lane
Richmond, Kentucky
Extended Wear* Soft Daily Wear •
^Tinted • Bifocal • Gas Permeable Lenses
Colored Soft Contact Lenses in Stock
"Skilled in Hard-to Fit and
Astigmatic Patients"

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas. Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime:
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans
• $4,200 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an
interview appointment today.

Wednesday, March 23
(Please bring your completed application!)
SIGN UP NOW!
For applications call:
1-800-241-3862

Certified in Contact Lenses
by the
National Research Foundation

Member
of the AOA
Contact Lens Section

"VISUAL EXAMINATION FOR EYEGLASSES"

Mon. Tues. Thurs. & Fri
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Wed. & Sat.
8 a.m. - noon

Dr. Marion Roberts
Optometrist
Medical Cards Welcome
Credit Terms
Available

623-6643

>.

American Optomctric
Association
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Sports
Martin, Mann threaten
Colonel title chances

Seniors
go out
with win
By Brent Risner
Sports editor
Before the season ever
started, the seniors on the
university men's basketball
season took bottle caps and
pressed them into their upper
arms to form the shape of a
basketball.
They say they did it as a sign
of team unity.
The markings are still there,
and so was the seniors' spirit
Monday night as the Colonels
downed the Golden Eagles of
Tennessee
Technological
University 85-71 in Alumni
Coliseum.
In winning this first-round
game of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament, the team
advances to play Murray State
University in Murray Friday
night in a semifinal matchup.
"We showed tonight we had
team unity." said senior Jeff
McGill, who had just made his
final home appearance. "We
could feel that our careers could
be coming to an end. and we
didn't want that."
Indeed, it appeared Tech, who
led 41-37 at half time, would
make the last home game for
seven Colonel seniors one they'd
just as soon forget.
Tech was getting the ball inside consistently to their taller
post players and not allowing
the Colonels to pick up the tempo of the game.
"If we try to play a half-court
game, offensively and defensively, we're going to struggle," said
university basketball coach
Max Good.
Then, Good's team showed
how devastating a zone press
could be during the second half.
In fact, the Colonels' press
forced nine turnovers in the
backcourt alone that produced
nine points of offense.
Bobby Collins, who collected
four steals, said the defense was
designed to keep the ball out of
the hands of Anthony Avery.
Tech's point guard, who dished
out 11 assists on the night.
"Whenever he didn't get the
ball, they were in trouble,'1 said
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By Brent Risner
Sports editor .
Tuesday afternoon in his office, university basketball coach
Max Good sat watching his next
opponent, Murray State University, bury Western Illinois
University, in a game played on
March 2.
"I wish I hadn't gotten this
film." Good said. "This'll give
you indigestion."
Friday night at approximate
ly 10:15 p.m.. his Colonels will
tip-off with the Racers at Murray in the semifinal round of the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Tournament.
The winner of that matchup
will play the winner of Friday's
first game between Middle Tennessee State University and
Austin Peay State University
for the championship.

men's balloting.
Progress staff report
Bobby Collins and Tyrone
University guard Jeff McGill
Howard received honorable
was among five players selected
mention by the coaches.
by league coaches to this year's
For the second year in a row.
All-Ohio Valley Conference
Carla Coffey was named to the
team.
McGill ranked third in the women's All-OVC second team.
She finished sixth in scoring
conference in scoring with his
average of 19.5 points per game, and se\enth in rebounding in
second in assists, seventh in the conference this season.
f rogress photo/Charlie Bolton
Cathy Snipes, the Lady Colfree-throw percentage and third
Bobby Collins finds himself surrounded by Tech. in three-point field goal onels' leading scorer and
rebounder, missed making the
percentage.
"He's played like a man
Collins, a 6-1 forward who had
Murray State University's second team by one point in the
possessed in practice this Jeff Martin, a junior, earned voting.
20 points and 10 rebounds.
Dorothy
Bowers
of
"I've never been around week." Good said.
Plaver of the Year laurels in the
"I guess I'm peaking.'' said
anybody quite like Bobby Collins," Good said. "His heart will Taylor, who was named to the
make up for any deficiencies he 1987 OVC All-Tournament
team "Tyrone (Howard) had an
might have with his height."
Progress staff report
qualified for the NCAA a month
off-night
tonight, and I just felt
Following a timeout with the
The Hoosier Classic in Bloom- ago.
I
needed
to
fill
his
shoes."
Score 47-42 in favor of Tech, the
Assistant track coach Tim
ington. Ind.. last weekend was
Taylor and 15 second-half tur- the last chance for university Moore said Humphrey was a
Colonels went on a 16-4 tear in
a five-and-a-half-minute span to novers were just too much for runners to qualify for the NCAA better indoor runner.
the Golden Eagles to overcome Indoor Championship.
take control of the game.
"She's very competitive,"
Two baskets by Randolph as they ended their season
Jackie Humphrey remains the Moore said. "She'll place high if
only one from the university to everything goes right."
Taylor, a long jumper by Jerry 12-16.
Goodin and a one-handed slam
It was also their third loss this qualify for that big event this
Moore said he expected
by Lewis Spence propelled the year to the university, the first weekend in Oklahoma City,
Arizona State University's
university to a 68-56 lead one coming in late January at Okla.
Humphrey will compete in the Linda Tolbert and the Universiminutes later.
Alumni Coliseum by a score of
Taylor lead everyone with 23 88-53
ty of Tennessee's Lavonna Mar55-meter hurdles.
She won both the 55-meter tin to be Humphrey's chief compoints and 13 rebounds, his best
Three weeks ago in Cookeville,
performance against any OVC Tenn.. the Colonels squeaked dash and the 55-meter hurdles in petition in the NCAA meet.
Indiana, but she had already
Karen Robinson, who came
opponent this season.
out a 72-69 win.
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close to qualifying last week,
finished third in the hurdles.
Lisa M alloy ran a personal indoor best time of 9:50.1 minutes
in the 3,000-meter run finishing
third.
At the Florida Fast Times
Meet in Gainesville. Fla.. this
weekend, Mike Carter finished
third in the 400-meter dash, and
Peter Mundin came in sixth in
the 800-meter run.
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Youngstown State University,
t he nation's third leading scorer,
was elected Player of the Year
for the women.
Kelly Cowan was also voted to
the OVC all-freshman team. She
averaged 10.7 points per game.
Steve Newton ot Murray
State University earned men's
Coach of the Year honors while
Middle Tennessee State University's Lewis Bivens was voted
women's Coach of the Year.
Murray and MTSU finished
their conference seasons with
13-1 records.

Humphrey remains only qualifier
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606-257-1681
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league coaches.
"They are the two best
players in the league, and the
other three players defend and
rebound." Good said. "They've
got the green light, and the
other players don't resent them
for it."
Martin, the Player of the Year
but only a junior, has tallied a
combined 68 points in the
teams' two previous meetings
this year, both won by Murray.
Murray won 95-84 at home
and 79-78 in Alumni Coliseum,
although the Racers led for only seven out of the 80 minutes
played.
The Racers only conference
defeat came at home against
Austin Peay last month.
"If they're going to be beat,
the best time to beat them is at
their place." Good said.

McGill, Coffey, Cowan honored

The Air Force has openings
^^ ing; for men and women in
selected science and engineering
<* fields. To prepare you for one, you can
apply for an Air Force ROTC scholarship
See what it can do for you. Contact the campus Air Force ROTC representative today
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That final game is scheduled
to start Saturday at approximately 8:15 p.m. and will be
televised in progress by ESPN
at 9 p.m.
Murray got the right to host
the tournament by winning the
conference regular season with
a 13-1 record.
The Colonels enter as the
fourth seed, a position Austin
Peay had last year. The Governors went on to win and earned
the automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament.
"We know it will be very, very
tough, but anything worthwhile
doesn't come easy." Good said.
The Racers are led by guard
Don Mann and forward Jeff
Martin, the nation's fourth
leading scorer. Both players
were the top two vote-getters in
the OVC Player of the Year
balloting conducted among
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Colonels
get well
at home

Progress photo/Brent Risner

Relief pitcher Brad Welker is welcomed back to the dugout Sunday.
for OSU his freshman year, laid
down a squeeze bunt in the bottom of the eighth with one out
scoring Frank Kremblas from
third to win it. •
' The Buckeyes' infield was
playing back hoping to get a
double play since the Colonels
also had a runner on first.
"The thing that concerned me
about the squeeze was if they
pitched out," Ward said. "It
didn't appear they had any idea
we would squeeze."
Brad Welker pitched a
scoreless eighth inning to earn
the victory in relief.
Sunday, the university again
split a twin-bill, losing the first

game 7-4 only to come back and
win the second one 12-4.
The Colonels scored four runs
on only two hits to lead 4-1 in
that first game, but OSU hit
three home runs off Russ
Schellhase in the fourth inning
to go ahead 5-4.
"Russ didn't have his curve
and change-up." Ward said. "He
just couldn't get it together."
The first inning of game two
saw the Colonels score seven
times on two hits and five walks.
With the bases loaded and the
scored already 3-0, Robbie
McCune hit a grounder near second that the shortstop fielded
and threw wildly to first.

After Kremblas and Greg
Mucerino had scored on the
play, the first baseman threw
the ball over the catcher's head
and into the visitor's dugout.
Guilliams and McCune scored
on the error to clear the bases.
"It wasn't the result of our
play, but the result of their poor
play." Ward said. "We can't
take too much credit for what
happened that inning."
Rusty Clark went the distance
on the mound for his first win of
the year
Tuesday against Bellarmine
College, the Colonels won the
doubleheader 6-5 and 11-2 to
boost their record to 6-5.

Women's tennis team falls to Austin Peay
By Brent Risner
Sports editor
Just one week ago, the university men's tennis team lost
seven of nine matches at the
University of Louisville.
Saturday, in the Greg Adams_
Building, the Cards duplicated
that victory.
At No. 2 singles. Scott Patrick
lost 6-4.6-2 to David Reuff, who
he had defeated March 27 in
three sets.
Todd Carlisle beat Mike
Mehlbauer for the second consecutive time at No. 4 singles.
Duane Lundy turned the
(ables on U of L's Chris Trinkle
winning in straight sets to
avenge a straight set loss a week
agoFerris Staie College, ranked
No. 12 in Division II tennis,

beat the Colonels 9-0 Saturday
afternoon in the Adams
Building.
Ferris State won every match
in straight sets.
The Colonels play Western
Michigan University Friday at
9:30 a.m. in the Adams
Building.
The university women's tennis team lost 5-4 in a critical

Ohio Valley Conference match her No. 5 singles match anyway
to Austin Peay State Universi- beating Dianne Mead 6-0. 6-1.
Tina Peruzzi and Amy White
ty in the Adams Building
won No. 3 doubles, and Peruzzi
Sunday morning.
won No. 6 singles both by
No. 2 singles player Joanne default as Austin Peay brought
Dilanni was unable to par- only five players for the match.
ticipate in the match, so the rest
Nicole Wagstaff and Tina
of her teammates had to move Cate. playing for the first time
up one position.
together, won the No. 2 doubles
Freshman Samantha Roll won in straight sets.
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The more exciting ifu- Ohio
Valley Conference men's basketball tournament gets, the more
peculiar women's basketball
becomes.
Get this.
The Murray State University
Lady Racers have played 28
games this season winning 17 of
those.
They finished third in the
OVC with a 10-4 record good
enough for the third seed in this
week's conference tournament.
The top four women's teams
earned tournament berths while
the other four OVC squads were
through for the year - or were
they?
By NCAA rules, a college
basketball team, men's or
women's, may only play 28
games in a season.
This total includes any conference
tournament
appearances, which collectively
count as one game.
Murray played 28 games
before appearing in the
postseason tourney last year,
but no one caught them in violation of the rule.
But this time the OVC got
wind of it and had no choice this
week but to tell Murray it
couldn't participate in the
tournament.
The OVC then invited the
Lady Eagles of Morehead State
University, who finished fifth in
the conference, to the tourney in
Murray's place.
According to Craig Bohnert,
Murray's sports information
director. Lady Racer coach Bud
Childers misinterpreted the
28-game rule.
But Bohnert said the team
could still get an at-large bid to
the NCAA tournament or more
likely to the women's National
Invitational Tournament.

Bleacher
preacher

Brent Risner

This totally outrageous turn
of events could have become
even more bizarre if the university's Lady Colonels had
finished fifth instead of sixth in
the conference.
Remember, Lady Colonel
coach George Cox resigned
almost two weeks ago.
So, if the team did go to the
tournament, they would have a
one-man coaching staff, assistant coach Angelo Botta.
It just seems as though
NCAA rules have become so
numerous and complicated that
coaches can even forget how to
make out a schedule properly.
* * »
According to university
Athletic Director Donald
Combs, the in house investigation of the women's basketball
program ended last week.
Combs said the Enforcement
Office of the NCAA was now
handling the case and that
"courses of action" were recommended to university President
Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk.
(iimbs would not discuss the
results of the investigation and
precisely what recommendations were made to Funderburk.
A March 28 deadline has been
set for accepting applications
for the women's basketball head
coaching job, according to
Combs.
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Murray halted
by NCAA rule

By Brent Risner
Sports editor
Before its Spring Break trip to
9unny Florida, the university
baseball team got plenty of
home cooking this week winning
five out of seven games played.
Results from Wednesday's
game with Hanover (Ind.) College at Turkey Hughes Field
were not available at press time.
Last Wednesday against Northern Kentucky University,
righthander Gary Pierce started
and pitched five no-hit, scoreless
innings as the Colonels won 8-0.
It was Pierces first appearance ever for the Colonels.
" Ht eeds to improve his control and his breaking pitch,"
said university baseball coach
Jim Ward. "That was encouraging that he was able to give us
five effective innings."
Tony Weyrich hit his first
homer of the season, and Scott
Privitera had three hits and
three RBI to lead the university at the plate.
Saturday, the Colonels split a
doubleheader with Ohio State
University losing the first game
5-3 and beating the Buckeyes
6-5 in game two.
In that second game, OSU led
5-3 with one time at bat left for
the Colonels in the bottom of the
seventh.
With two on and two out, Ron
Pezzoni singled to center field
scoring Todd Guilliams and
Scott Ulrey to tie it up.
Guilliams, a senior who played

3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths
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Large Closets
W/D Hook-up
No Outside Maintenance
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House attacks
education plan
By Donna Pace
News editor

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
education plan was shredded b)
a llous subcominittee Friday,
with monej reallocated to col
leges and universities, after
weeks <>f scrutiny com erning i
lack ill higher education funds.
Richmond Rep. Harrj Moberlv -Jr. chairman of the House
education budget review sub
commitb • ■. ~ lid the majoi
thi House members didn't feel
there araa anything wrong with
the governor's programs.
it's just that we had <<ii er
priorities that we had to meet
first.'' he said.

According t" Moberly,
without a revenue increase, the
governor's projrrani will not be
funded by the General
Assembly
A tax increase was voted
down earlier last week by the
House Democratic leadership.
who said I here were not enough
s i" override Wilkinson s
promised veto.
Moberly said the governor's
budget would probably undergo
several other changes before it
was excepted by the full House
Wilkinson's budget proposal
called for only a 0.5 percent increase in higher education the
first year of the biennium and
five percent the next.
The education subcommittee
cut $18.7 million from the gover
nor'8 proposed education
budget for the first year of the
1988-90 biennium and about $26
million from the second year.
Portions of the money were
also allocated to elementary and
secondary education
Higher education appropriations were increased by $ 11
million the first year and $14.3
million the second vear bv enac-

ting major revisions in the
nor's spending plan.
( toe change deleted all money
allotted for campus construction
pr

'is.
While this action was taking

in ihe House, university
dents from around the
Lte were once again voicing
their concerns over higher
education's budgetary allotment to the governor.
Wilkinson, who described the
meeting as fruitful, stated his
support for higher education,
but once again said, "the money
is not there
Wilkinson said the men
discussed the role of higher
education in economic development and said he would continue
to look for an increase in funds.
"We are facing tough decisions, he said "We are all in
agreement on one thing - we
need more money."
Wilkinson assured the
presidents there would be no
cuts to higher education in the
biennium. "If there are
shortfalls in the revenue, the
universities wil^ not be efIV, led
When asked about a possible
statewide tuition increase, the
governor said it had not been
discussed between himself and
the presidents.
"That's a matter for the
university presidents and their
councils." he said. "I'm not going to put my dog in that hunt."
The governor also agreed to
visit the various campuses.
University President Dr. H.
Hanly Funderburk, who attended the meeting, described it as
B good, frank discussion."
W i re looking for some rays
of hope," Funderburk continued. "I think his visits to the
campuses will show a little ray
of hops."

Photo by Jody Warner

Theater for two
Paul Von Holle. a junior from Cincinnati. |6ins Laura Redington.
a junior from Harlan, for a few moments alone in a nearly-empty
ravine, on a recent spring-like day. The warmer conditions of the

Wilkinson to decide regents' future
(Continued from Page One)
has served a span of 15 years
since 1970, is unsure if his term
expires in March of 1988 or
1990.
Stratton's dilemma occurred
after a Franklin County court
ruled regents could not be appointed on a six-year term, as
directed in the Collins
administration.
Stratton was appointed to
serve on the board until 1990
under the six-year plan, but the
record in university President
Dr. Hanly H. Funderburk s office gives an expiration date of
March 31. 1988, which would be
four years following his
appointment.
Stratton has been serving con-

Student's family donates policy
By Keith Howard
Managing editor
In 1980. when Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Johnson named the university as the beneficiary of a life
insurance policy on their son
Robert Duane Johnson, the
university never expected it
would be collected on so
suddenly.
However, due to the unexpected death of 20-year-old
Johnson Oct. 29. the universitv
collected $25,000.
According to Donald Feltner.
vice president for university
relations. Johnson donated the
life insurance policies of both
Robert and his sister. Terri, so
they could gain admittance into
Arlington Country Club.
In order to become a member
of Arlington one of three critei ie
must be met The person IttUSl
be

past several days have offered an indication that spring is fast
approaching. However, temperatures will dip into the 50s this
weekend as Spring Break begins.

tinuously on the board since
March 1984.
According to Stratton. the
problem is now being approached in the Court of Appeals.
"If the court reverses this
case, many positions will be
questioned." Stratton said.
Stratton said most of the
regents affected by the six-year
term policy have "gone home
and forgotten about it" if the
governor has wanted to fill the
position with a new applicant.
"I would probably do the
same and not make an issue of
it." Stratton added. "I'd like to
be reappointed at least one more
time though."
Robert Begley, a nine-year
member of the board, is also facing the end of his term on March
31. 1988.
"All regents serve at the
pleasure of the governor. I
wouldn't want to try to second
guess him on any decision he'll
make." Begley said. "In the

past. I have known at about the
time my term expires if I will be
back or not."
However, Begley said some
regents stay on the board six or
eight months after their term
has expired, if no reappointments are made.
"Our governor is a very busy
man. and it wouldn't surprise
me if he waited to make any announcements," Begley said.
Begley was appointed to the
board by former Gov. Julian
Carroll and then reinstated by
former Govs. John Y. Brown
and Martha Layne Collins.
When he thinks back on his
term, Begley said some of his
most vivid memories involve
conducting interviews for the
position of university president
that was vacated by J.C. Powell
in 1984.
Begley described the presidential search as a grueling period
of decision and redecision in

which the regents "made sure to
cross all the t's and dot all the
i's."
•'I think we did an
outstanding job in selecting
President Funderburk and am
very impressed with his performance, while faced with several
budgetary problems during his
term." he said.
"Our board has worked well
together and kept the ship moving forward without the major
upheavals many universities
face yearly." he said.
"If I'm reinstated, I'll be glad
to serve again. I don't think of
it as a personal responsibility,
but more as a civic duty - a
service for the leaders of tomorrow," he said.
The final two regents approaching the end of their terms
are Louise Moore and Craig
Cox, both university graduates
whose terms expire June 30.
1988.

I Instructors say many studeht^benefit from
university's developmental program

s a full-time contracted
Johnson was a graduate o
member of the faculty or staff.
Model Laboratory School and a
junior business major.
* a graduate of the university
v or on the donor level of $5,000
"Robbie WHS an excellent
or more.
athlete who displayed his
Feltner said .Johnson donated athletic skill on the tennis courts
the policies to the university "as at Arlington and on campus."
an expression of support of said Lee sirigsby. university
Eastern and of the love of their director of admissions and
children."
chairman of the Arlington
According to Feltner. the Association tennis committee.
students would not have been
Grigsby said. "He was such a
able to use the services at Arl- positive influence on young peoington had this not been done. ple, always giving his time to
The money will be distributed help aspiring young players
through various programs such with their game.
as the foundation professorships
"The Arlington tennis
and education programs and
committee, and the board of
activities.
Feltner said since Robert was directors, felt it is most apextremely active in Arlington's propriate to name the summer
tennis program, the summer junior tennis tournament to
junior tennis tournament has honor his memory." he said.
Johnson's parents reside in
been named the Robbie Johnson
Richmond.
Memorial Tennis Tournament.

(Continued from Page One)
coming back. Men will do this."
Dr. Charles Whitaker. English
department chairman, agreed.
"We have some students who
are coming back to school and
want a class to get them back into college writing," Whitaker
said. "Some just haven't done
the writing that is needed for a
college-level course."
"Being in a developmental
course doesn't necessarily mean
a person is dumb or not college
material." he said.
Hunt said the English class is
not paced any slower than a
regular college course. The class
covers material that supplements college course-writing
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and provides more one-on-one
instruction.
"There's a lot more mechanics
of writing involved. . . . more
about prewriting procedures
and the writing and rewriting
process," Hunt said.
Hunt and Whitaker believe
the English courses are working. "We don't always get as
much feedback as we would like
from the students after they
leave." Whitaker said. "But I'm
convinced the program is
necessary in going along with
Eastern's attempt to help
students as much as possible."
"The best sign is they go into
ENG 101 and do well," Hunt
said. "We do lose some. They
are not able to come up to the

level they need."
A letter grade that counts
toward a student's college grade
point average may provide needed incentive for the courses,
Hunt said.
"I don't know what other
faculty think, but I think it
should be included just for
motivation," Hunt said.
Dr. John Kowlett, vice president for academic affairs,
disagrees.
"These are really subuniversity level courses. ..." Rowlett
said. "I would hope the most
basic incentive is to learn the
material and to move ahead to
the next level."
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